Motorways of the Sea Forum – Logistic

9.00 - 9.30 Registration and Welcome coffee

9.30 – 11.00 First session

Keynote speeches

Opening statement: Brian Simpson – EU Coordinator of Motorways of the Sea

- Brigit Gijsbers - Director Marine Affairs The Netherlands - Report of the Dutch Presidency Conference on Short Sea Shipping
- Joao Carvalho - Regulating the transport corridor
- Giuseppe Peleggi / Teresa Alvaro - Italian Customs Agency – Internet of goods

Setting the scene – Industrial keynote speeches

- Bernard Molloy - Global Logistics Director, Unipart, & Chair of the Superport Liverpool Committee
- Henk De Jonk – Unilever
- Manuel Grimaldi - Grimaldi Shipowner prospective*
- Finbarr Dowling - SIEMENS

11.00 - 12.30
Session I: MoS Links

- Ellika Willgren - Helsinki Tallin - Twin Port
- Richard Christian – Dover-Calais: Building the Resilience of International & Dependent Gateways in Europe
- Mikkel Seedorff Sørensen - Frederikshaven Gothenburg
- Mathias Lindström / Kjell Nybacka: Kvarken Multimodal Link - Midway Alignment of the Bothnian Corridor
- Antonio Revedin - Adriatic Motorways of the Sea - ADRIAMOS

15’ minutes Q&A

12.30 – 13.30
Light Lunch
13.30 – 14.00
- **DG MOVE Port Policy Unit** - Port policy priority: permitting and facilitating the preparation of the TEN-T core network project

14.00 – 15.00
Session II: Corridor Integration
- **Maša Čertalic** – Fresh Food Corridors
- **M. Le Mouillour** – Atlantic Interoperable Services – Atlantis
- **Lodewijk Abspoel** - Maritime Spatial Planning: an integrated resources management approach

15.00 – 16.00
Session III: ICT Prospective
- **Federica Montaresi** – WiderMoS
- **Eva Pérez** – B2MOS: Efficient cargo clearance procedures
- **Mikael Renz** – Swedish Maritime Administration - from the Anna project to sustainable tools for EU logistic chain

16.00 - 16.15
Coffee break

16.15 – 17.00
Session IV: Beyond EU Motorways of the Sea
- **Patrick Anvroin** – Outer MoS and peripheral regions
- **Union of Greek shipowners** - The key role of short sea shipping for cohesion: the case of an archipelago state*
- **Tarik Maaouni** - Agence Nationale des Ports ANP - Extending MoS to Extra-EU countries / the Union for the Mediterranean
- **Arne Langset** - CEO/Head Of Secretariat at Indre Helgeland Region
- **Josè Anselmo** - Shipping serving global trade EU US treaty and the Panama Canal - the external dimension of MoS

17.00
**Sofia Papantoniadou / Jarek Kotowski** - presentation on relevant results and ongoing activities of MoS projects
**Presentation of the DIP consortium**
**Closing remarks**